Investigating live and fixed epithelial and fibroblast cells by atomic force microscopy.
To investigate the use of atomic force microscopy (AFM) to image live and fixed cell in culture. Rabbit corneal fibroblasts, Chang conjunctival cells, and transformed human corneal epithelial cells were chosen so that AFM parameters could be set for future use in toxicologic and pharmacologic studies of ocular cells. Contact mode AFM was performed under air and in balanced salt solution (BSS) using live and fixed cells. All cell lines were imaged in the height mode for optimal resolution of cellular features. Images of fixed cells showed no discernible differences in surface features when visualized in air or under physiologic solution. Structural differences were observed, however, between fixed and live cells in BSS. Although the AFM technique provides high quality images of live cells under BSS, sub-membrane features of live cells are more well-defined compared to fixed cells. It was also possible to image live cells in air if imaging was completed within 10 minutes of removal of the cells from culture medium. Images of cytoskeletal features under air were similar to those obtained under BSS. The atomic force microscopy technique can be used to study cells and provide sub-cellular details at resolution equal to or in some situations better than the scanning electron microscopy technique. However, parameters for imaging have to be tailored for individual experimental goals.